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1
The Synthetic Ser vice Provider

“What’s in it for us?”
Kenny Morrell, professor of classics at Rhodes College, read this 

one- line email from the new dean a  couple of times. No salutation; 
no closing. The question at hand was Morrell’s just- approved appli-
cation to the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for a second round of 
funding for Sunoikisis, the interinstitutional virtual classics depart-
ment that Morrell had created with faculty colleagues at fifteen lib-
eral arts colleges reaching from Texas to  Virginia. It was 2001— long 
before internet bandwidth made Zoom video conferences pos si ble. 
Thirty- two classics professors at  these colleges linked together via 
the Associated Colleges of the South (ACS) had overcome many 
barriers and  were beginning to function as one large and coordi-
nated interinstitutional department. Bill Troutt, the Rhodes Col-
lege president, had just called Morrell to congratulate him and his 
colleagues on receiving the grant and to express his appreciation for 
their eforts. Then the note from the new dean arrived.

Sunoikisis was a promising efort to strengthen all of the col-
leges through coordinated faculty collaboration. Plenty of challenges 
remained, however. On all of the campuses, the time and efort 
that faculty members  were putting into the proj ect did not count 
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 toward their evaluation for promotion and tenure, and the profes-
sors who  were donating their time to the efort might at any point 
lose momentum. They had been stretching their days to coordinate 
synchronized course schedules, plan the logistics for collaborative 
summer institutes, set up a means of accounting for  whether a given 
department had a net inflow or net outflow of students, and recon-
cile the requirements and needs of the dif er ent departments and 
colleges. Faculty members at participating campuses with larger 
departments  were reluctant to participate fully in the collaboration 
 because they had a more secure place in their own college. Students 
 were unwilling to take a class ofered by a member of the consor-
tium if they  couldn’t register for it seamlessly through their school’s 
course registration software, just one of many technological barriers 
associated with reconciling local campus needs and the possibilities 
of an intercampus network of course oferings.

In reading the dean’s note, Morrell remembered the constant tug 
of war involved in creating and maintaining Sunoikisis. Students 
wanted more classes available to them, but they also wanted college 
to cost less. College presidents recognized the devastating long- term 
prob lems associated with schools competing endlessly to outdo one 
another in  every aspect of their academic and nonacademic pro-
grams, but they often made decisions that  were inevitably aligned 
instead with the real ity that they  were hired and rewarded on their 
ability to distinguish their institution from their peers’. Morrell had 
an enthusiastic partner in Wayne Anderson, who served as execu-
tive director of the Associated Colleges of the South, but Anderson 
and ACS had few resources of their own and  were subject to the 
wishes and priorities of the participating presidents and the Mellon 
Foundation.

The previous dean, who had been supportive of Morrell’s and 
Rhodes’ entrepreneurial leadership of the innovative consortium as 
a way of strengthening the college, had retired, and the pendulum 
swung in the opposite direction. The new dean, who wanted the 
faculty to return to more traditional roles, saw Morrell’s request for 
additional external support as a waste of the college’s  limited bites 
at Mellon’s funding apple.
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A few  earlier years  earlier, as the experimental virtual classics 
department gained traction, Morrell and his colleagues had wanted to 
signal the deep collaboration that enabled the faculty to plan and work 
together. For that reason, they had renamed the proj ect Sunoikisis 
 after a group of fifth- century BCE Greek city- states that had banded 
together to resist the dominance of Athens. At moments like this, Mor-
rell remembered that Athens had methodically laid siege to the lead-
ers of the rebellion and overwhelmed the co ali tion. In Thucydides’s 
telling of the story, the episode is best known not for the success of 
the co ali tion, which was ultimately defeated by mighty Athens, but 
for the debate in the Athenian senate over  whether to execute all of 
the men in the conquered cities or only a thousand from each city to 
teach the inhabitants a lesson.

“We might be just ever so slightly ahead of the curve,” Morrell 
thought as he read the dean’s note, “but if we  don’t do this, if we 
 don’t succeed, someone  else  will. It’s just a  matter of time.”1

— — —

Was Kenny Morrell right?  Will colleges and universities eventually 
figure out how to work together to reduce costs while remaining edu-
cationally efective?  Because the institutional barriers to cost- efficient 
change are remarkably strong and resilient, it is not clear that they 
 will. Meanwhile, the costs associated with  running a college continue 
to rise. State funding, which once heavi ly subsidized public higher 
education, is being systematically withdrawn; the number of private 
and public colleges with endowments that provide enough financial 
aid can be numbered in the dozens, not in the hundreds or thousands. 
The federal government  will not come riding in to subsidize colleges 
beyond the current (and mostly static) levels of scientific research 
funding and $6,000 Pell grants for the neediest students. As the cost of 
college increases and public subsidy falls, the financial burden increas-
ingly falls on students and their families.

The results of this steady upward cost escalation include signifi-
cant student debt and ever- increasing pressure on gradu ates to reap 
immediate financial returns when they navigate the job market. On 
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campuses, the gulf between faculty and administration widens, and 
so does the divide between faculty who have made it onto the life-
boat of tenure- track jobs and the ever- larger pool of contingent and 
job- insecure faculty. The  water in the pot heats up around frogs who 
tell themselves that at least it  isn’t boiling.

It  isn’t as if the ever- increasing challenge of rising institutional 
costs lurks as an undiscovered issue. But as Harvard president Larry 
Bacow has noted, “It is difficult to control costs in a university setting 
precisely  because  there is no natu ral constituency for cost control on 
a university campus.”2 Bacow recognizes the trap that most institu-
tions face when noneconomic priorities are kept separate from eco-
nomic priorities: while students and their families fervently desire 
lower tuition prices, they also are aligned with faculty who prefer 
costly practices such as smaller classes and more course oferings, 
and they are lured to individual campuses by expensive, attractive 
dorm rooms and dazzling flower gardens. Si mul ta neously, individual 
colleges and universities continue to shy away from the deep collab-
orative strategies that could slow their rush  toward deeper financial 
strug gles. One ambitious advocate for change, Franklin Patterson, 
has noted the urgency of the need for practical answers:

No amount of sunny sentiments about cooperation, no viewing 
with alarm, no cynicism about the slight accomplishments of 
consortia, and certainly no plethora of preaching at institutional 
presidents  will do the job. What is needed is some substantial, 
positive action by  those outside the consortia movement with 
enough resources to cause it to turn around.3

Patterson wrote that in 1966.  Little has changed.
So was Sunoikisis simply ahead of the curve, as Morrell optimisti-

cally surmised? The slope of the curve  doesn’t indicate an arc of pro-
gress with re spect to the challenge that Patterson, Morrell, Bacow, 
and many  others have identified. The many valuable contributions to 
scholarship, teaching, and technological innovation that US colleges 
and universities generate comes with a corresponding challenge: the 
efective rejection of pos si ble cost efficiencies that could be achieved 
through deep and efective interinstitutional collaboration.  There 
 doesn’t seem to be a curve for Sunoikisis to be ahead of.
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It is difficult to deny the many daily and ongoing successes of US 
higher education. Classes are taught, basketballs are dunked, and 
students continue to study and figure out who they are by working 
and playing together. Teachers teach and experiments are conducted 
in labs. The United States continues to be a net exporter of research 
and a net importer of students from around the world, and 25 US 
universities are ranked in the top 50 of all world universities.4 But 
the fragmented and uncooperative nonsystem of US higher educa-
tion also experiences strain due to the cost of  running the enterprise. 
Ever- increasing costs contribute to colleges losing some of society’s 
good will. As sociologist Robert K. Merton argued, “When net bal-
ance of the aggregate of consequences of an existing social struc-
ture is clearly dysfunctional,  there develops a strong and insistent 
pressure for change.”5 Pressure for change in  these institutions may 
be rising, but they seem to resist change very efectively. Govern-
ment subsidies for higher education could cover over some of the 
results of this change- resistance, but  those subsidies show no signs 
of materializing.

Colleges and universities  shouldn’t wait  until society has reached 
the limits of its tolerance for the cost disease of higher education. 
But is  there any reason to believe that  these fiercely autonomous 
institutions can derive collective solutions to address their shared 
challenges?  Will mighty Athens— a meta phor for the apparently 
insurmountable institutional barriers to change— always win, or 
is  there reason to believe that colleges can prevent the primacy of 
autonomy from defeating their embrace of some shared solutions? 
We  will turn  later to how and when Sunoikisis ran into limits, but 
for now it is worth noting that some intermediary organ izations, 
including the National Student Clearing house, have been able to 
play synthetically engineered roles that have found ac cep tance in 
the loose network of colleges and universities.

The National Student Clearing house

In the early 1990s, Sallie Mae, the enormous com pany created in 
the 1970s by the federal government to serve as the primary issuer 
of government- funded student loans, set out to solve an ongoing 
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logistical headache. Sallie Mae vice president Dan Boehmer was 
tasked with working with college and university registrars across 
the country to track  whether students with loans  were still enrolled 
at any college or  whether they had stopped attending college.6 If 
they  were no longer enrolled in college, then they had to begin pay-
ing of their loans. At the time, no one knew if a student who had 
left the University of Michigan was now enrolled at the University 
of Florida. No federated system existed for determining a student’s 
college enrollment status, and yet schools that  didn’t report stu-
dents’ status correctly faced significant penalties. The paperwork 
and lack of coordination created a nightmare for all concerned: 
governments, registrars, financial aid offices, admissions offices, 
and students.

Coming up with a solution for such a far- reaching and com-
plicated prob lem  wasn’t  simple. But by the mid 1990s, Boehmer 
and his colleagues had made significant pro gress in building part-
nerships with almost  every US college and university. The new 
National Student Clearing house gradually expanded the data that it 
compiled, and it was able to provide trend data concerning enroll-
ments by self- identified gender and race.  After it solved the original 
prob lem (determining  whether a student is enrolled somewhere 
and hence can defer loan repayment), it recognized that its inter-
institutional data- sharing network could provide other ser vices 
to students, to colleges and universities, and to the greater world. 
Its second ser vice, DegreeVerify, was launched in the late 1990s. 
It uses the Clearing house’s platform to provide degree verification 
for employers, search firms, and individuals. By some estimates, 
DegreeVerify provides the Clearing house with $50 million a year 
in revenue.

As the technological infrastructure advanced through improved 
bandwidth and dramatic increases in pro cessing power, the Clearing-
house is on its way to becoming even more useful. In 2018, the Lumina 
Foundation and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation announced a 
new data resource, the Postsecondary Data Partnership (PDP). Rec-
ognizing the potential in the infrastructure that the Clearing house 
had established, Lumina and Gates provided the working capital 
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to expand the Clearing house’s infrastructure to accommodate the 
aggregation of students’ full transcript rec ords.  Today, as the PDP 
program is being implemented in stages, the network of registrars 
with the Clearing house in the  middle enables the collection and 
collective analy sis of detailed individual student transcripts from an 
increasing number of public and private institutions— every student, 
 every course, and  every grade.

PDP was created in part  because the foundations that fund it 
 were  eager to find efficient and efective ways to gauge the efec-
tiveness of programs such as Achieving the Dream and Complete 
College Amer i ca, which work to help students complete their col-
lege degrees. One of the challenges that funders encountered in 
assessing the efectiveness of such programs is that most students 
 don’t follow “traditional” paths: they alternate between attending 
and not attending college, and they transfer credits as they move or 
seek to fit classes around work and  family responsibilities. Before 
the development of PDP,  these organ izations had to chase students 
wherever they might go or canvass  every institution to see if the 
student had ended up  there. For the programs that it is tracking (and 
perhaps eventually for all institutions and all students), PDP makes 
it pos si ble to find  every student and trace the par tic u lar details of 
courses that they enrolled in on their path no  matter which of the 
3,500 US colleges and universities they might attend at dif er ent 
points in time.

The National Student Clearing house and PDP are astounding sys-
temic eforts in a higher education landscape that might be defined 
by its lack of system- wide eforts. By any imaginable mea sure, the 
National Student Clearing house has succeeded. It is a model of syn-
thesis between outside agencies and the internal practices of colleges; 
this synthetic approach shows how the in de pen dence of individual 
colleges and universities can be compatible with a degree of stan-
dardization and that centrally determined goals can be reconciled 
with autonomous local needs.

If one simply looks at the Clearing house as a business, it might be 
considered a successful entrepreneurial platform that filled a gap in 
a two- sided market. A paper by leading venture capital firm Sequoia 
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describes how a com pany that bridges a two- sided market by match-
ing suppliers and demanders can become a thriving business:

The two sides of demand and supply need to be incentivized to 
use the platform to create strong network efects. As an example, 
a two- sided cleaning ser vice marketplace that connects a cleaner 
to a home  will work the first time. But over a period of time, once 
the cleaner has made enough connections, they are unlikely to 
use the platform. The platform needs to create unique and recur-
ring value to both parties to retain them on the system.7

The Clearing house created unique and recurring value, and like other 
successful mega- businesses of our time, such as Amazon or Uber, it 
then expanded its content and ser vices to efficiently serve both sides 
of its market. But the marketplace of under lying organ izations and 
the terms of exchange  were very dif er ent from Amazon’s.

Dan Boehmer had visited campuses in the mid-1990s to convince 
the assembled staf that the Clearing house would make their lives 
easier  because they would no longer have to check hundreds of pages 
of printouts against their student rec ords system  every semester. 
However, he quickly learned that someone from the corporate world 
of student loans was not instantly welcomed as a friend. How on 
earth, the staf asked,  will we be able to provide you with informa-
tion about our students, given the provisions of FERPA (the Federal 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act)? In some early meetings he 
was chased out of the room, with words like “sacrosanct” hurled at 
him as he left.

What accounts for the tension around introducing efficient 
externally provided ser vices in higher education? Economist 
 Gordon Winston noted that colleges and universities are deeply 
conflicted institutions. On the one hand, they are commercial enter-
prises that pro cess inputs and sell ser vices; on the other, they ofer 
a leap- of- faith contract with their customers. That contract essen-
tially says, “It’s hard to mea sure  whether you  will get what you are 
seeking from this transaction, so trust us and become emotionally 
attached to us so that you  will continue to sing our praises and freely 
choose to give us money for the rest of your life.” In the ser vice of the 
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noncommercial mode, they engage in eco nom ically irrational activi-
ties. They subsidize fields and research that  people  aren’t asking for, 
and they subsidize students’ education, even  those paying full price. 
In a bid to win currency in reputation markets, they undertake all 
kinds of strategies in pursuit of prestige (mea sured in rankings and 
reputation) that may or may not have financial returns. They do all 
kinds of  things to attract customers who  will enhance the reputation 
of the institution and perhaps make the product better (via positive 
peer efects and higher rankings). In  these noncommercial modes, 
they function as donative firms, meaning that they seek voluntary 
support rather than earned income. They are, as Winston noted, a 
mix of two completely dif er ent approaches:

The donative- commercial firm is essentially part church and part 
car dealer— devoted partly to charity and partly to commerce, to 
“ideology” and “rationality.” The result is a tension between  doing 
good and  doing well. It plagues administrators trying to decide 
which be hav iors— those of the charity or  those of the firm— are 
appropriate to a college or university.8

The question is how to reconcile  these modes. When should staf and 
faculty act as if they are working on behalf of a church- like entity? 
When should they act in a commercial- minded way?  There are no 
clear guidelines, which is one of the reasons that institutional change 
is so difficult.

For Boehmer, promoting the idea of the Clearing house into this 
conflicted environment required trust- building that went far beyond 
the normal sales cycle that he knew from his  career in underwrit-
ing commercial loans. C. Anthony (Tony) Broh was the registrar at 
Prince ton at the time. Looking back, he recalls his mixed feelings 
about the creation of the Clearing house:

Sure, I remember when Sallie Mae came up with the idea of the 
“Clearing house.” I  didn’t particularly like it. We had one staf 
person who was dedicated to the certification process— every 
month or so, we would get a seven- page printout from Citibank 
or whomever and that person would check it. I  didn’t want to lose 
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that person and frankly I  didn’t want to lose control. We had just 
gotten to the point in the establishment of the registrar’s office 
where the analy sis that we  were  doing of students— where they 
came from, where they went, what they did— was being valued 
by the university. So, when we  were approached by the Clearing-
house, I started raising issues of confidentiality.  These  were valid; 
we did care about  these  things. But the idea of sending our data 
of to someone else— and I can see this now, 25 years  later— also 
felt like a threat to my internal position. The FERPA issues and 
the tangible efects on our staf and our place in the Prince ton uni-
verse blurred. Eventually, the Clearing house became inescapable 
and incredibly valuable when enough places joined; but when it 
started, I  wasn’t a fan.9

To garner the support he needed, Boehmer assembled a team of 
“insider” relationship builders led by the former registrar of Brigham 
Young University, Jef Tanner, who also had served as president of 
the American Association of College Registrars and Admissions Offi-
cers (AACRAO).  People like Tanner  were known and respected 
by  people like Broh, and they  were needed to convince conflicted 
participants— users who had a big stake in the topic who  couldn’t be 
counted on to make efficient decisions. The Clearing house had the 
resources of Sallie Mae  behind it, so it could pay out of pocket for 
the customized programming needed to connect campus databases 
to the Clearing house’s.  Because it had sufficient working capital, 
it could make the investments that could ease the hard- to- move 
wheels of change.

None of what the Clearing house did in 2018 in launching the 
new ser vice (PDP) that gathers individual student transcripts would 
have been pos si ble if an organ ization had not been created in 1993, 
de novo, to elbow— and charm— its way into the crowded and frag-
mented institutional landscape of colleges and universities. All of 
the institutions that the Clearing house needed to buy into its efort 
 were populated with serious, dedicated individuals (such as Tony 
Broh),  eager to do their work in ways that both upheld longstand-
ing institutional values and reinforced their own job security and 
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advancement. Serving as a stable and trusted connective node in 
the midst of isolated and individualistic institutional data man ag ers 
enabled the Clearing house to grow beyond its original mission and 
eventually create DegreeVerify, which might other wise have been 
perceived by campus constituencies as too much car dealership and 
too  little church. In gaining the trust of registrars around the coun-
try, the Clearing house overcame the social part of a massive socio- 
technical prob lem in which issues of trust and responsibility for a 
symbolic mission are tangled up in the mixed-up market of colleges 
and universities.

The Prob lem with Relying Only on the Market

How does the half- church and half- car- dealer nature of the higher 
education market support or not support the most widely used 
market- driven mechanism for cost- reduction— outsourcing?  Isn’t 
the most obvious solution to rising costs simply to rent ser vices or 
solutions from customer- focused for- profit firms? Most firms in any 
sector reduce costs by delegating parts of their production to exter-
nal firms, which may or may not include ofshoring work to other 
 labor markets. Outsourcing allows the organ ization to focus on core 
areas of expertise or on coordinating activities, and it may spare the 
organ ization from making capital investments that require support 
and eventually replacement. (Think of the widespread practice of 
leasing copy machines rather than owning them.)

In many ways, entering the difficult selling environment that Dan 
Boehmer faced was just another entrepreneurial decision to build 
a ser vice and ofer it to a market of institutional buyers. To be sure, 
selling a solution in an environment where decision- makers can rely 
on church- like dogma to justify inefficiency might be harder than 
selling to a car dealer (or a firm with more of a car- dealer ethos). But 
the pos si ble rewards of  doing so are significant  because the higher 
education market is very large. Aramark, which provides dining 
hall and other ser vices to colleges, is thriving, and on many cam-
puses Barnes and Noble has replaced what used to be in de pen dent 
college bookstores. Oracle and Workday have created enterprise 
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software systems to serve higher education  because even the most 
do- it- yourself  inclined university rarely believes that it can cre-
ate its own  human resources or payroll systems. Public universi-
ties, which educate the vast majority of students, are experiencing 
dramatic decreases in state funding and believe that partnerships 
with private firms are their best hope for  doing all that they need 
to do. Ashish Vaidya, president of North Kentucky University, has 
argued that the COVID-19 pandemic made the need for partner-
ships even more apparent: “For regional public colleges, partner-
ships may even be the key to survival. As grim as so much of this 
crisis has been, it has also provided clarity on the need to embrace 
new solutions to the goals that we all share— including educational, 
economic, and social prosperity for learners of  every kind, at  every 
stage of their lives.”10

Firms that seek such partnerships have used insider knowledge 
of higher education to build new products and have hired notable 
academic and community leaders to establish bona fides, much as 
the Clearing house hired the Brigham Young registrar to serve as its 
chief proselytizer. Academic Analytics, a for- profit firm that pro-
vides data analytics concerning faculty research productivity and 
allows institutions to compare their own departments’ results to 
 those of their peers, hired Peter Lange, the well- respected former 
provost at Duke, and Robert Berdahl, former president of the Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin, to serve as academic advisors. Coursera, 
which along with edX spurred the enthusiasm around massive open 
online courses (MOOCs) in 2011, hired former Yale president Rich-
ard Levin as its president (and  later se nior advisor). And although 
both of  these enterprises have encountered their share of faculty 
criticism, they are successful companies that provide ser vices to 
colleges and universities at a scale that individual institutions can-
not take on.11 When COVID-19 made it impossible for many high 
school se niors to sit for the SAT and ACT, selective colleges faced 
the prospect of making admissions decisions with fewer data than 
they had before, and plenty of firms stepped in to ofer new products 
to admissions offices. In an Inside Higher Ed article about the suspen-
sion of standardized testing as an admissions criterion, Catherine 
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McDonald Davenport, Dickinson College’s vice president for enroll-
ment and dean of admissions, noted that  there was no shortage of 
firms ofering products to the higher education market: “Every body 
seems to have an idea and a solution for my unnamed prob lem. It’s 
somewhat comical.”12

Purveyors of public/private ventures gather at the annual P3 . edu 
meeting, where both cautious and convinced academic administra-
tors come together with real estate developers and other sophisti-
cated market- driven firms that are used to navigating the policy and 
lender requirements associated with capital- intensive functions like 
building dormitories.  There is no doubt, as Goldie Blumenstyk wrote 
in the Chronicle of Higher Education, that  these partnerships are mov-
ing from more ancillary areas into areas closer to the educational mis-
sion of institutions, ofering “a range of other ser vices that colleges 
increasingly eye as ripe for partnership with outside parties. Among 
them: managing online programs, predictive- analytics systems, skills 
training and boot camps, and even  career counseling.”13 The idea of 
a partnership seems fairly uncontroversial, as colleges coinvest with 
sophisticated real estate developers to negotiate with local munici-
palities and carry out multimillion- dollar construction proj ects. But 
the contours of partnership arouse more frustration— and resis-
tance—as outside providers move closer to the mission- driven core 
of the enterprise. Bridget Burns, executive director of the University 
Innovation Alliance (a co ali tion of very large universities collaborat-
ing to increase graduation rates), noted that a partnership with higher 
education needs to truly be a two- way street:

We appreciate all of the  great apps and software solutions that 
 you’re creating for Higher Education, but please know that when 
we talk about “partnering,” we  don’t  really mean that you let us 
test your app for you and help you make it better. For us, partner-
ing is about your spending time listening to how our users need 
to work, helping our already- busy faculty figure out how your 
solution supports their work in the real world, and then providing 
the proj ect management and onboarding to help make this hap-
pen. For some of you this  really  doesn’t work with your business 
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model  because it is too labor- intensive. But from the university’s 
point of view, that is what separates a partner from a vendor.14

Burns was speaking at ASU- GSV, the annual major conference 
of educational technology hosted by a public- private partnership 
between Arizona State University and Global Silicon Valley. The 
conference features pre sen ta tions and pitches from hundreds 
of firms working on every thing from  career ser vices to remote 
grading to online learning platforms across K-12, corporate, and 
higher education.  These firms are backed by over a billion dollars 
of annual investment in the K-12 and higher education markets.15 
But are  these well- funded, entrepreneurial for- profit firms the right 
solution for the prob lem of escalating costs for colleges as they 
come to recognize that they  can’t and  shouldn’t build every thing 
themselves?

To answer the question of  whether relying on motivated mar-
ket players  will help with the escalating costs of college, we first 
have to think about how institutional buyers of solutions act and 
are treated in the open market. As mission- driven nonprofit organ-
izations, colleges and universities might have  every reason to have 
dif er ent rules than normal market buyers and sellers. But a telling 
episode in how  these institutions conduct themselves commercially 
arose with the notorious 1992 Department of Justice (DOJ) case that 
charged MIT, the Ivy League universities, and other schools that 
worked together to jointly set financial aid ofers for students who 
applied to overlapping institutions with illegal price fixing. The case 
was legally complicated. It was originally brought by the DOJ against 
Brown University, which de cided (along with the other Ivy League 
institutions) that it would be too costly to fight the case. MIT chose 
to appeal the case and eventually won, but by then the die had been 
cast. The institutions acknowledged that their practices  were collu-
sive and  stopped sharing information about aid ofers. Their decision 
has been interpreted to cover a wide range of practices that might 
be considered collusive. This is the crux of the  matter: what the DOJ 
and the courts saw as illegal market be hav ior— collusion— was, as 
a subsequent New York Times editorial noted, “surely a charitable 
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activity.” Institutions agreeing how to allocate aid so as to serve their 
collective missions seemed to be substantially dif er ent from “price 
fixing by commercial enterprises that exploit customers.”16

 Today we see the far- reaching implications of the decision and 
the model that it sanctioned. Competition among colleges is now 
considered an unadulterated good, accompanied by a societal and 
governmental faith that the market  will work  things out to the ben-
efit of consumers. Competing without limits for students who are in 
any way desirable is sanctioned  because that competition is suppos-
edly good for the consumer. With unbridled competition blessed in 
this way, merit aid— the enrollment strategy of discounting tuition 
for the sake of achieving an institutional objective, such as attracting 
students who can boost a school’s rankings  because they carry high 
test scores— thrived in the 1990s and into the 2000s. This method of 
using financial aid (which, before the DOJ case, had been allocated 
largely on the basis of a shared conclusion about a student’s financial 
need) leads schools to compete for students in entirely self- serving 
ways that end up serving par tic u lar students well at the expense of 
the amount of financial aid available in the system. For example, it 
is now widespread practice for schools to use tuition discounts as 
a strategy for attracting students who are entirely capable of paying 
a school’s full tuition but who can be lured to the school by the ofer 
of a $10,000 or $15,000 discount in the form of a merit scholarship.17 
Individual interests (of  those par tic u lar students and that par tic u lar 
college) are served while the collective mission of the sector is not. 
As Winston lamented, “Without coordination, parental haggling 
and individual schools’ positional bidding for student quality [ will] 
divert . . .  resources from low- income students who [are] willing but 
unable to pay the full price to high- income students who [are] able 
but unwilling to pay.”18 The ruling in the DOJ case was one step in 
uncorking colleges’ inclination to compete endlessly. As a result, 
the presidents whose faculty members  were interested in collabo-
rating to build a shared classics department lived in a world where 
they  were charged with avoiding collaboration. In short, colleges’ 
impulses to compete have been thoroughly blessed, even legislated. 
And compete they do.
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 These thousands of institutional buyers of all sorts of ser vices 
from athletic equipment to library databases to magnetic resonance 
spectrometers make decisions that constitute a market estimated at 
$300 billion, and they can look like fish in a barrel to businesses seek-
ing growth opportunities. And where  there’s competition among 
buyers, the market is very good at incentivizing profit- minded firms 
to provide profit- maximizing solutions.

Consider EAB, a higher education data analytics com pany that 
provides data ser vices consulting to a thousand colleges. While it 
also consults on enrollment recruiting strategies, its main line of 
business is providing integrated planning and advising ser vices 
that help colleges and universities help their students to gradu ate.19 
With over $300 million in annual revenue, EAB is thriving, and a pri-
vate equity firm purchased the firm for $1.55 billion in 2018. It’s fair to 
note that the work of EAB and similar firms is not  simple. That work 
requires the mapping, integration, analy sis, and utilization of vari ous 
campus data sources that are idiosyncratically stored on each cam-
pus. But the firms’ skills and tools are reapplied in each engagement. 
They can apply the lessons learned to their core business ofering, 
using their experiences with other colleges when they begin working 
with the next one. The colleges themselves  don’t financially benefit 
from working with firms that have the economies of scale of having 
worked with many dif er ent but similar institutions. For example, 
in 2018 Laramie County (WY) Community College (LCCC), with 
an enrollment of 3,174 full- time students, published the results of 
its student success vendor search. It chose EAB, at an annual esti-
mated cost that began at $138,000 per year. LCCC felt that it had to 
pursue the arrangement for both church and car- dealership reasons: 
“While student success technology is expensive and is not easy to 
implement, we have an obligation to our students and community 
to provide excellence in education and ser vice.”20

The for- profit firms that provide complex ser vices to colleges 
and universities can essentially name their price. In his investigation 
for the Huffington Post, titled “The Creeping Cap i tal ist Takeover of 
Higher Education,” Kevin Carey describes how gradu ate programs 
expanded online via locked-in revenue- sharing deals with companies 
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such as 2U. When USC dean of social work Marilyn Flynn signed 
up with 2U to produce online master’s degrees that cost students 
the same amount as in- person degrees ($107,000), it  didn’t  matter 
that 2U locked in 60  percent of all revenue from such courses on an 
ongoing basis,  because the revenue that remained  after USC paid 
2U was all additive to USC’s existing tuition revenue. Carey writes:

The com pany [2U] assumed all of the financial risk. College deans 
could use their cut to lure star research professors by promis-
ing them large salaries and small or non ex is tent teaching loads, 
pushing programs up the rankings. The online courses would 
be stafed by adjuncts, most working far from the campus and 
much cheaper to employ. “This is a cash cow,” Flynn says bluntly. 
“Universities are struggling to find a business plan that works. 
And I was very aware that we would have a dramatic increase in 
revenue from this.”21

Interestingly, by the end of his time at 2U, founder John Katzman 
criticized the model in which online program man ag ers such as 2U 
lock in deals with universities to fill and profit from scalable online 
master’s degree programs: “ There are CEOs who believe they have 
a fiduciary duty to their stockholders to just market the most expen-
sive programs and encourage schools to jack up tuition,” Katzman 
said. “I am horrified. That was not the goal.”22

When colleges recognize that they  can’t keep up with the tech-
nology involved in ambitious new programs and directions, they 
become captive to vendors.  There’s no shortage of experts who 
can scale their own profits by replicating their work as they pass 
from college town to college town. As colleges and universities buy 
 these wares, their costs rise and the consumers— students and their 
families— end up paying more.

What are the alternatives?
The expansion of National Student Clearing house into the Post-

secondary Data Partnership could put the Clearing house in a posi-
tion to provide analytics ser vices similar to EAB’s to its member 
institutions. As the PDP proj ect gathers more and more institution- 
wide troves of student transcripts, the Clearing house  will have—in 
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one structured and standardized format— more and more capacity 
to mine student data. Instead of watching colleges and universities 
pay market rates for predictive analytics about student success to 
firms such as EAB, ReUp Education, or Civitas, the Clearing house 
could add  these ser vices to the analytics that it already provides, 
including (as promoted on its website), “Power ful multivariable fil-
tering tools to analyze deep, disaggregated data, characteristics, such 
as age, race, gender, cohort term, and first- generation- student sta-
tus.”23 In short, the Clearing house could expand its role as a trusted 
intermediary—an enterprise that synthetically supports institutions’ 
missions while connecting isolated colleges and universities.  Doing 
so would generate scalable value and ser vices,  under the watchful 
eyes of a Board of Trustees that represents the community rather 
than financial investors and shareholders.

Artstor: One Shared Solution

The passionate  people who work at colleges and universities are 
inclined to solve their own prob lems.24 Sometimes they should, and 
sometimes they  shouldn’t. When they do engage an external pro-
vider, they would be better of if that the provider  will care about 
the school’s mission as if that mission  were truly its own. At the 
same time, external mission- driven providers need to recognize col-
lege and universities’ deep commitment to autonomy, they need to 
endure long enough to develop trust, and they need to develop a 
business model that supports their capacity to be responsive enough 
to the needs of individual campuses to sustain that trust and sense 
of value.

The Mellon Foundation’s creation of Artstor provides an illustra-
tive example of a mission- aligned synthetic ser vice provider. Before 
1.4 trillion digital photos  were taken each year and before lecture 
notes  were routinely posted to learning management systems, stu-
dents studied art and architectural history by sitting in darkened 
classrooms wherein professors supported their lectures by use of 
images that they projected onto a wall by shining very bright light 
bulbs through 35- millimeter film slides. To study for exams, students 
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gathered in a room or a hallway in the art history department that 
was designated as the “photo study” area.  There they would study 
(and sometimes sketch) the photo graphs that  were thumbtacked 
to a wall;  these photos roughly corresponded to the slides that they 
had seen in class. By 1999, innovative art history departments, librar-
ians, and academic technologists had begun to believe that digitiz-
ing  those teaching slides and sharing them with their students on 
campus via the internet would be a vast improvement over existing 
practices.

In fact, dozens of colleges came up with the same idea: asking the 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for funds to digitize the art history 
slide collection. Don  Waters, who led Mellon’s program in librar-
ies and scholarly communication, started receiving inquiry  after 
inquiry, grant application  after grant application. Provosts wrote 
to ask for $800,000 or $1 million to digitize their teaching slides. 
Each proposed to scan their 35mm slide of the Mona Lisa and tens 
of thousands of other artworks that had mostly been photographed 
from printed pictures in published books. The goal of their grant 
applications was to create a database that allowed the institution to 
attach searchable words and phrases, such as “Leonardo da Vinci, 
“da Vinci,” “Italian painting,” or “Portraits,” to the digital image files. 
To support the use of  these digital files, they also sought funds to 
build or buy software to manage the images and data and to ensure 
that access to the image was restricted to use on the campus, so that 
the museum, the textbook publisher from which they got the image, 
or the photographer who had taken the photo graph  wouldn’t sue 
them. The final result on each campus would be a digital library of 
tens of thousands of images that students could consult as they pre-
pared for exams and faculty could use in their research.

Don, along with Mellon president Bill Bowen and a few  others, 
began to look at the individual institutional proposals. I had been 
working with Bill on research proj ects about issues that afected the 
 whole college sector, such as the role of race in college admissions 
and the appropriate balance between college sports and educational 
values. Bill knew that I had gotten my PhD in the humanities, and we 
shared very similar ideas about working on system- wide challenges 
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in scalable ways. From Mellon’s transinstitutional perspective, all 
of  these pleas for funds looked fairly similar. It  didn’t take us long 
to figure out that we would run through a billion dollars if we gave 
a million dollars to a thousand dif er ent campuses. Even worse, 
that billion dollars would have created a thousand digital image 
databases that  were largely redundant and isolated in institutional 
silos that  were reinforced by software incompatibility and protec-
tive rights- management policies. The need for digital images that 
allowed students to study for exams via the web was a real one, but 
the solution— using a billion dollars to digitize the country’s thou-
sand un- networked and locally isolated pools of analog content— 
was clearly not the right one.

So in the town houses that  house the Mellon Foundation on a 
quiet side street in Manhattan, a complicated puzzle was starting to 
take shape. On the one hand, campuses  were ready, willing, and able 
to solve their own prob lem— but each needed a million dollars to do 
so. On the other hand, the Mellon Foundation was proposing a very 
dif er ent solution: the creation of a new organ ization, called Artstor, 
to build and provide a large and growing digital image library to col-
leges and universities for use in teaching and research. If we could 
figure out how to share digital images over the web while respecting 
intellectual property rights, the cost savings across the US college 
and university system would be enormous.

But Artstor would have to be developed within a complicated 
real ity. The do- it- yourself approach on each separate campus was 
representative of the kind of complicated interdepartmental under-
taking that staf at nonprofit institutions instinctively feel only they 
can and should do. Staf and faculty deeply believe that one size does 
not fit all, and that anyone who ofers a shortcut around the local 
relationships, reporting lines, and sources of institutional anxiety 
and territoriality must  either be naïve or nefarious.

The fit between individual art history departmental image collec-
tions and the Mellon Foundation was apparent to staf on campuses 
and to administrators looking for external funding. Mellon had been 
the country’s most significant supporter of humanistic scholarship 
since its founding in 1970. It also had a deep interest in the visual 
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arts, dating back to Andrew Mellon’s gift of the National Gallery of 
Art to the nation and to his son Paul’s passion for art. (Paul Mellon 
was the foundation’s founder.) Beyond bringing together art and 
scholarship, the foundation had  under the leadership of Bill Bowen 
shown an active interest in using technology to serve teachers and 
scholars. Based on research that he had been conducting about the 
 future of libraries, Bowen had started to be convinced that tech-
nology might ofer a solution to the dilemmas associated with an 
ever more costly enterprise. In the 1990s, Bowen and Kevin Guthrie 
had created JSTOR, the digitized archive of scholarly journals that 
stands out as an extraordinary success in bringing technology into 
the ser vice of scholarship across the arts and sciences. To Bowen, 
the idea of providing digital images of art to campuses made very 
good sense. But the approach that we came up with was dif er ent 
from the one that that the individual schools had sought in their 
grant requests.

The next chapter tells Artstor’ s stories— its ups, its downs, and 
the lessons that we learned from building a collective solution 
rather than funding endless and isolated local solutions. Before 
moving on to that chapter, we can reflect on a key but perhaps subtle 
point that I  will make throughout this book: that while relying only 
on redundant local solutions to shared needs  isn’t the right answer, 
neither is relying solely on external profit- maximizing vendors. As 
the Mellon Foundation worked with colleges and universities, we 
noticed that wherever we went to build out Artstor as a shared solu-
tion, for- profit vendors followed in our wake. Software providers 
wanted to sell tools to each campus for building up local eforts in 
ways that aligned with the Artstor tools; proprietary image vendors 
wanted to sell their content on a campus- by- campus basis through 
our platform. We  didn’t want to interfere with their businesses, but 
we also  didn’t want to facilitate what we saw as extractive rather than 
compatible solutions. We worked to convince some of the world’s most 
impor tant holders of photo graphs (including one- of- a- kind collec-
tions held by for- profit image distributors such as Italy’s Scala and 
highly desirable nonprofit collections such as the Museum of Mod-
ern Art’s) that Artstor’s shared approach— which sought primarily to 
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cover its costs rather than to maximize profits— was a good and fair 
way to reach the educational audience. If Artstor  hadn’t been in ven-
ted with the mission- aligned ethos that we created,  these  owners 
of valued and valuable content would surely have found ways to 
license images to each place, one by one, thus increasing their own 
surpluses. That’s their job. But  doing so would have been to the detri-
ment of the institutions that constitute the system and the collective 
support of teaching cultural history.

Forging synthetic solutions  isn’t easy. This book argues for a 
par tic u lar approach to the cost prob lem, an approach that is not 
based on deus ex machina revenue sources or magical thinking about 
institutions choosing to collaborate when all of their impulses pull 
them to compete. In the following chapters, I propose that colleges 
and universities need a set of mission- driven and market- supported 
organ izations that live and thrive in the  middle of the institutional 
forest of thousands of individual distinctive institutions. Passion-
ate and brilliant faculty and staf on campuses remain devoted to 
the craft of teaching, scholarship, and ser vice. Collective solutions 
should not be forged without their deep involvement and their 
discerning eye. We need to understand the forces that shape their 
options and decisions, understand the skills and the ecosystem that 
can create and foster new interinstitutional organ izations, and rec-
oncile mission and market in ways that can save higher education.
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